Sherwood Arboretum – Jack Offs Birthday - 28 October 2013
Hares: Jack Off, Dr Who and Splat

Few gathered on what was a lovely Brisbane evening, Divot called the pack together and proceeded
to mix hashmen’s names up as he addressed the throng. The Clayfield Putsch arrived just in time
then shortly followed by a procession of other hashers including EVEN OPTUS and BEST AND LESS all
complaining of traffic gridlock.
The birthday boy sent us off with directions of following the well marked arrows. Sounded simple!
JACKOFFS son and fellow hare, SPLAT joined the running pack which sparked doubt in the
competency of the trail. A short run through the park and a climb up to Dewar Terrace required
SPLAT to explain that we had overrun a 2 way and that we were best to head off towards Oxley.
The next corner ROYAL SCREW kept traditions and caught the pack after a late arrival. A three way at
the top of Dewar Terrace concentrated the runners after the long steep climb. The trail then passed
JACKOFFS current house and soon after former hashman, SLOPS next gold mine being the Montrose
Home.
A drop down the ridge, back up and down again was a great trail before a re-group at the gates to
the former Oxley High School and more formerly the fire ant eradication control centre. Probably a
dozen runners waited at the regroup while a short cutting TINKERBELLE was calling us on from
ahead.
The trail wound its way back along the western side of the rail line to home. The pack was led in by a
fresh BUGS who ran only ran the final kilometre again complaining of traffic woes.
The trail was interesting but the setting of it was not top notch as after the first two checks there
were no more for the extent of the trail. The runners were spread and well parched by the arrival at
the park for free food and piss put on by the birthday boy. A really good way to build the spirits of
the runners!
The monk, Sophie, failed to show so stand in PUSH UP pulled up trivia of a former hashmen suing the
Council for $4000 over a broken leg from a hole in the park many years earlier. JC was questioned
over his interview with Runners World and IRISH introduced a ‘new’ ditty that appeared to be known
by all.
All in all a long and hard run with no checks but well redeemed with free piss and tucker.
FOOD: 10/10
PISS: 10/10
RUN: 10/10 only because of free piss bribe.
ON ON, Pussy Galore

